66 ford pickup

Checking out classic cars? In , Ford introduced a new team of F-Series pickup trucks. One of
the most dramatic changes to the series was the Styleside , an all-new integrated cab, and
boxâ€”a feature destined to be phased out within a couple of years. To create the look, the
Styleside was extended forward to become part of the cab. The new configuration eliminated
the gap between the bed and the cab, removing an area where trapped dirt, mud, and snow led
to corrosion. Ford felt the new design would offer a cleaner appearance and increased strength.
The new truck's cargo area was 9 cubic feet larger than the previous generation's, and the open
tailgate became longer, now extending almost 13 inches. Ford relocated the windshield posts,
creating enough room for a percent increase in the windshield itself. Other changes included a
heater with more output, thicker seat padding, door locks on both doors, and a recirculating
ball-type steering box. Ford also offered its traditional Flareside pickup in F-Series trucks
received a few significant changes in Ford also tweaked the truck's grille and trim. F-Series
experienced some significant updates in Ford also expanded the use of galvanized metal and
zinc primer in a number of areas subject to corrosion. In , after a couple of years of poor sales,
Ford eliminated the integrated Styleside box. There have been some rumblings over the years
that the trucks are prone to body flex. Ford recognized that many pickup truck buyers were
using the trucks as a second car. Advertising began to focus on comfort and ride as well as big
truck durability. The new Styleside bed now featured double wall construction, which increased
its strength and helped keep shifting cargo from denting the outer bedside. The tailgate was
also double-walled and now had a latch mechanism with a center release handle rather than the
chains with hooks to hold them used on previous trucks. On its surface, the F didn't look much
different than the previous year's truck, but there were important changes under the sheet
metal. Ford introduced its Twin I-Beam front suspension on all 2WD models, giving the trucks a
more car-like ride while maintaining work-truck strength. Front leaf springs were replaced with
coil springs, and the twin axles were held in place by large-radius arms. Splitting the axles
allowed each wheel to travel over bumps and potholes independently, resulting in a much
smoother ride. Seat belts became optional on bench seat trucks. In , Ford replaced its long-used
cu. V8 with a cu. FE series engine rated at hp. The name Ranger was first used in and referred to
a package featuring bucket seats, carpeting, and an optional console, all geared toward the
increasing number of buyers who were looking for a pickup that was comfortable and sporty as
well as functional. In , a new "Low Silhouette" pickup featured a single speed transfer case and
mono-beam front axle. The truck sat lower than a typical 4WD pickup but had a 2 inch higher
break-over point. The mono-beam front axle used coil springs and large radius arms similar to
the twin I-Beam set used on this generation's 2WD trucks. Other changes for were minor and
primarily cosmetic. Dale Wickell. Dale Wickell is an automotive expert who has worked in the
industry for more than four decades. Updated February 28, I decided to scan them both and
then using Photoshop layering them over the top of each other for comparison purposes. I
found that the two diagrams are absolutely identical. They literally used the diagram to make the
'66 version. All circuits are numbered and colored the same and have the exact same path The
main harness circuits going into the connector at the base of the steering column for the turn
signal switch are identical So this made me wonder if this is another Ford engineering SNAFU
that got past the proofreader or what, so I started doing some digging in the MPC to see if there
was a different switch used between the '65 and '66 models. Here's what I found:. As you can
see, there were actually four different part numbers used for turn signal switches used in the
Slicks era. I'm still researching this and will update as more information becomes available.
Webmaster's Notes: When creating the colorized wiring diagrams for the and model years, I
compared the two to note any differences between them. G30," As you can see, there were
actually four different part numbers used for turn signal switches used in the Slicks era. My F
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to Abbreviations. Miraculously, one of these two-seater prototypes survived. The Ford
Ranchero was a pickup built on the Ford Fairlane platform that had Ford Falcon exterior body
panels and interior trim. From the cab back it was more closely related to the Fairlane. The
reason Ford utilized the Fairlane platform was due to it being a sturdier unibody structure than
the Falcon. Now just imagine how bold the Mustero was back in Pickup trucks or the very few
cars with pickup beds that were produced during this time period were mundane and generally
boring. It was a bold move for Beverly Hills Ford to produce the Mustero or was it? Chevrolet for
the model year added to its El Camino pickup option list all the high-performance engines
available in its Chevelle SS, and this even included the legendary horsepower L78 cubic inch
V8. The Mustero was also no slouch when it came to performance when ordered with the
Mustangs top performance engine at the time. The horsepower HiPo K-code cubic inch v8. The
high-performance K-code may not have had the mega horsepower of the El Caminos optional
L78 , but it still packed a pretty good performance punch. After all, a slightly warmed-over
version of the K-code V8 was found under the hood of the Shelby Cobra and the to Shelby
Mustang GT Only 50 Musteros were produced for If you want one today, be prepared to shell out
some serious dollars for a mint conditioned example. Necessary cookies are absolutely
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Pinterest. After years of being both a Bumpside ''72 and a Dentside ''79 truck owner, I've been
initiated into the world of the Slicks ''66! Being the father of five young children, I've driven right
by this truck at least twice a day for 10 YEARS as I drop the kids off at school in the morning or
pick them up again in the afternoon. I'd always wondered about it But almost without fail, every
time I drove by this truck, I admired it and momentarily pictured it sitting in my driveway. Well,
several evenings ago my wife said she got a text message from her father, who happens to own
a '61 Ford F unibody truck. He was in the process of replacing the aluminum aftermarket wheels
on his truck with the stock steelies. Of course I said yes! So the next morning after I dropped
the kids off at school, I drove back to this truck and took the picture above, as well as the four
below. I'd have taken more, but this was our first snowstorm of the year and it was pretty cold
and very windy that day, so I only got a few. It turns out the lower door hinge was completely
broken. I had to lift the door back up in order to properly close it. I noticed the cab steps on both
sides were extremely rusty too. Anyway, the next day my father-in-law called and said he had
the truck up on a trailer and was ready to bring it out to my place. However, as soon as he
arrived and I was walking around looking at this '62, I noticed the wheels he wanted weren't the
'innie' style, but the 'outie' style used on 'later trucks. I pointed this out to him, so he said he'd
have to look into it further. So I had to have him back up to a tree, where we attached a chain
and hooked it up to the truck FIG. These pictures are just for archival purposes The pics aren't
the best I'm really not sure what I'm going to do with this truck. I actually already have several
other project trucks and didn't really need another one, but when something falls into your lap
like this, whatcha gonna do? Whatever I choose to do, I have some time to figure it out. Since at
the present time I don't have a shop to work in, this truck will be sitting at least till spring, when
it's warm enough outside for me to work. My initial thoughts are this:. Although the truck is
remarkably complete, it's extremely rusted out in the floorpans, cab mounts and radiator
support. The engine a inline 6 isn't locked up, and it's my understanding that the previous
owners were driving it until the steering column shaft snapped. This was probably due to the
rusted-out cab mounts which put pressure on the shaft until it finally let go. IF I can get it
running OK, then I might do some quick redneck-type repairs on the floorpans and cab mounts,

just enough to lift the front of the cab back up to it's factory location and support it better so I
could install a new column shaft. And then just drive it as-is. I'm thinking this truck is actually
too far gone to really save, and not worth investing the time and money into, but I'll bet it's still
got a few miles left on it before it's ready to be put out to pasture permanently. So if I can make
a fun driver out of this with a minimum of investment, I'll do it. November 19, - Well, it's official!
Here's the story When I first opened the driver's door, the whole door dropped 6 inches. Once
he left, I spent a few minutes checking this truck out a little closer, as well as taking some more
reference pictures. So, here's where I am at the present My initial thoughts are this: Although
the truck is remarkably complete, it's extremely rusted out in the floorpans, cab mounts and
radiator support. I'll leave you with a couple last pictures taken a couple days later, after my FIY
gave me his aluminum rims and tires from his '61 to mount up. Kinda gives it a whole new look,
doesn't it? Stay tuned Since the truck had a flat tire, plus he said one wheel was locked up, we
wouldn't be able to just push it off the trailer. I'm not entirely sure if this truck will take me on
any new adventures, but we'll find out come Spring All rights reserved. All brand names and
product names used on this website are trade names, service marks or registered trademarks of
their respective holders. No portion or content of this site may be reproduced or otherwise used
without explicit permission. To report problems or provide comments or suggestions, please
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but she's extremely reliable!! Turns on the This Ford F Pickup for sale has a c. Holly 4 barrel
Rebuilt transmission Manual Powder blue interior. Second owner. Farm truck. Refine Search?
Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth
interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This
third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service
records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample
finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided
by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width
Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter,
miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced
in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the
seller's name. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k
actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth
soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided
in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment
includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension
with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the
model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani
Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get
Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business
Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are
the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the
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Cars. Refine search. I have 2 66 Ford pickups for sale the blue one has all new brake setups
and. I have 2 66 Ford pickups for sale the blue one has all new brake setups and shocks it has a
with a 4 speed engine has been gone through year ago runs but needs a fuel line now too run
interior is in excellent condition other than that the seat is worn out the pickup is original. The
other one has been taken apart and most of the body work has been done we have the parts too
reassemble again the inline 6 and 4 speed. Automatic transmission, power steering and brakes.
Air Conditioning. For complete listing information please select the click to bid button to see
this item on ebay. Some of us prefer a real survivor truck that was born and lived in a good
climate and a state that does not use road salt that would typically damage an old vehicle. This
truck has been pampered for 52 years and was treated to a complete high-end frame off
restoration in ! I found this truck on the west coast in washington and lived with the same owner
for approximately 51 years. The truck was gently used as by the brennar family for the entire 51
years. Unfortunately, the original owner passed away and as promised, the family hired a family
owned specialist to do a full frame off restoration to honor their dads commitment to the truck.
It spent 10 months in the shop and has since been driven only miles. The family won at least 5
first place prizes: stanwood auto show sponsors trophyclassic ford show 1st placeport gardner
vintage auto club best paint and first place stock truckseattle roadster show first placeclassic

summer auto show 1st place later, they decided it was time to let the truck go and sold it
through a broker to me. When i bought her, she arrived restored to the same exact way it rolled
off the factory assembly line. However, she needed some minor tlc as it was only driven miles in
approximately 5 years. Everything on this truck has been replaced and road tested. The paint is
near perfect. The body appears to have never been hit as the metal is straight as an arrow. The
frame was also media blasted and finished in factory gloss black. The frame shows zero
evidence of any body work and remains laser straight. Google Ads. The exterior paint, trim and
mechanics are presentable and serviceable inside and out. Stroll on down here! There is no
better time than now to buy this great-looking ford f The truck has new carpet, Eagle Alloy
wheels, rhino-lined inside of the bed, Holley carburetor, Goodyear Wrangler tires, cargo area
inside the side of the bed, dual exhaust, tow receiver, and more. This retired work horse is
powered by its v8 paired to a manual transmission. ISO a or a ford f to f pickup box. ISO a or a
ford f to a f pickup box. Two-toned Autumn Maple and White exterior. Brand new Air
Conditioning keeps the cabin nice and cool. I added shoulder seat beats. Original V8 Engine
and Dual Exhaust.. This Pickup Truck is a beauty Air Conditioning. It has 88, actual miles and it
was recently restored. It is 2 wheel drive, V8, 4 speed manual. The motor and transmission are
orginal and in good shape.. The tires are in good shape and pickup box is rhinolined and has
new shocks, new brakes, and new speedometer, new mirrors. It is a one family vehicle. It also
has a Pertronix Electronic Ignition in the distributor. Tires are new last few years. Has been
under a carport last 20 years, next to the house.. Also has a toyota am radio an speakers that is
not real good i installed 35 years ago. Does need some TLC tender loving care. It has only been
moved in and out of my driveway yards or so the last 6 months. Up for grabs is the absolutely
gorgeous ford f pickup truck that is just a gem of car!! No rust on it front to back The police
interceptor motor is basically brand new, was a crate motor, probably has miles on it per owner
who built it. All new chrome everywhere, new wheels and tires, new wood bed, new interior, this
truck can go anywhere. Electronic ignition, disc brakes up front, lets go!!
Comoptions:description ford f short bed twin ibeam pickup. Truck runs and drives excellent.
Has a roller motor out of mustang with a new edelbrock performance carb with a electric choke
and c4 auto trans. All bushings and seals were replaced in the front end, so its good and tight
and the brakes were all gone through as well. Also has electric cooling fans on it to keep that
temp hand down in traffic. Tires are still like new as well. Paint has a nice shine to it. This is a
nice daily driver quality truck. Truck is solid with some minimal surface rust underneath. Has
original flathead 6- that was rebuilt at one time. No rust holes in the body. All lights, turn
signals, and wipers work. This is a short bed truck which are hard to find. Got too many projects
going and need to sell before the snow flies. Truck is solid and is very smooth running. This
vehicle is sold as-is where-is. I will store for 2 weeks unless other arrangements are made
before bidding please ask any and all questions before the auction has ended. I will not ship
internationally and until all funds have cleared my bank. Seller reserves the right to cancel
auction at anytime! Fully-restored ford twin i-beam pickup truck.
Comoptions:description:fully-restored ford twin i-beam pickup truck. Complete restoration.
Drives perfect with no issues. Has been stored in a clean, temperature controlled garage with
other luxury automobiles. Looking revamp my collection. Any questions feel free to email.
Powered by a V8, engine, HP coupled with a manual 4 speed transmission. This classic truck
has it's factory frame and twin I beam suspension has all kinds of visual appeal. This truck is
originally from georgia with one repaint in it's original color some time back. The cab and door
jams under hood firewall paint is original paint! The paint on the truck is nice driver quality!! All
the trim and chrome on the truck appears to be original to the truck. The front and rear bumper
are in good shape but show wear on the chrome. The black interior is original except the seat
has had a new cover put on to it. Has a new aluminum rail system tonnele cover. The
transmission is a c6 automatic back up by the original stock rear end. The truck has dual
exhaust with cherry bombs mufflers sounds great! All new custom wheels and tires big 60's all
the way around. The front end has all new king pins brakes bushings. A real head turner sharp,
smooth, solid, tight and absolutely no rust, and never had any. Very dry and clean under
carriage. This truck is in excellent shape for a 51 year old truck. Hard to believe, a gem! Feel free
to call if have any questions or concerns about this vehicle! Truck will be sold with a maine
registration and a bill of sale!! Sold as is feel free to come see in person and inspect will not find
a cleaner rust free pickup for the price! Rides super smooth with no rattles nice. Thanks for
looking!! Originally painted code B Caribbean Turquoise, this handsome Ford was repainted a
few years ago in a shade of burgundy likely borrowed from the late-model color chart.
Comoptions:description:enjoyable classic pickup truck for the weekends. Its exterior has been
worked on extensively with new bumpers, tires, and tailgate. Repainted and looks good. The
interior seats, headliner and dash board has been refurbished and is in good condition. The

engine runs well but has not been rebuilt. Its ready to take to the next level if a person wants to
place a new engine in this classic truck, but is optional due to the fact it is in working condition.
Enjoyable classic pickup truck for the weekends. Options include AM radio, vinyl interior, seat
belts, radial tires and aluminum alloy wheels.. Accented with a white dash and white door panel
inserts, this portrays the nostalgia of yesteryear. The Emerald Green color rolls over into the
interior Alloy Wheels. Stock number: cl. Sold as is feel free to come see in person and inspect!
Rides like a dream no rattles smooth. This classic truck is in very good shape and runs and
drives as good as it looks! We have driven this truck over miles down the interstate and
highways and she purrs right along! Seller's comments and description: ford f factory 4x4 short
bed pickup truck. This is a low production model in , factory 4 wheel drive, stock factory
drivetrain, bridgestone tires, drum brakes, power steering, 4-speed manual trans with granny
1st gearv big block v8, holley carb, mild cam, runs very well, dual exhaust with flowmasters,
lifted suspension springs in front, blocks in back , aluminum mag wheels, older restoration, red
exterior with black seat. New seat cover from lmc truck, nd lmc door inserts. Over all runs and
drives great. This is a very good running and driving truck, it is not a newly restored show truck,
it is a very above average daily driver. Not many around like it for sale anymore and it is rare
with these options. Under produced of this model i believe. All lights ext and interior lights
work, dome and dash, horn, turn signals, heat and defrost work. This truck is ready to be
restored. I don't have the time to do the job so i am going to sell it and hope who every buys it
fixes it up to it's original beauty. Light bluegood to fair condition overallv6 manual
transmissionvehicle is located in rockport ma. C6 automatic crate transmission from tci
transmission. New nine inch rear end with new joints and drive line new disc brakes front to
back new gas tank, moved from behind seat to rear of truck flow master mufflers and hedman
headers, all new exhaust to include new air shocks. Need adjustment and bled out more b4
driving the truck is r
replace brake pads
1990 ford pinto
chevy uplander repair manual
ust free with exception of a spot in the bed the body is in great shape with exception of a dent
on the pass side front fender. Rockers are rust free floor pans are rust free all lights work turn
signals work. Has a 8 track under dash player has a old cassette deck under dash player. Also
has stock am radio in dash. Dash has not been cut seat needs to be redone original steering
wheel has dual exhaust does have headers and turbo mufflers truck frame is solid and has no
rust issues. Body and bed are in great shape see the pics. This is a old original truck that is in
great shape. New oak bed, body work complete, engine runs great drives great just need little
finishing touches to be awesome. Emergency brake connected but not working properly. Do not
have key for door locks. Horn relay and turn signal cancellation switch need installed i have
both parts to go with the truck. New brake pads, master cylinder and drums. Actual vehicle
miles believed to be Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

